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Preface

This document provides information about the Adabas High Availability tool ADAHAM.

The Adabas High Availability document is organized as follows:

Provides a general description of Adabas High Availability, the environment
and the components.

Introduction to ADAHAM

Provides a description of how to use the functionality of ADAHAM.Using ADAHAM
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Document Conventions

DescriptionConvention

Identifies elements on a screen.Bold

Identifies service names and locations in the format folder.subfolder.service,
APIs, Java classes, methods, properties.

Monospace font

Identifies:Italic

Variables for which you must supply values specific to your own situation or
environment.
New terms the first time they occur in the text.
References to other documentation sources.

Identifies:Monospace font

Text you must type in.
Messages displayed by the system.
Program code.

Indicates a set of choices from which you must choose one. Type only the information
inside the curly braces. Do not type the { } symbols.

{ }

Separates two mutually exclusive choices in a syntax line. Type one of these choices.
Do not type the | symbol.

|

Indicates one or more options. Type only the information inside the square brackets.
Do not type the [ ] symbols.

[ ]

Indicates that you can type multiple options of the same type. Type only the
information. Do not type the ellipsis (...).

...

Online Information and Support

Software AG Documentation Website

You can find documentation on the Software AG Documentation website at https://documenta-
tion.softwareag.com.

Software AG Empower Product Support Website

If you do not yet have an account for Empower, send an email to empower@softwareag.comwith
your name, company, and company email address and request an account.

Once you have an account, you can open Support Incidents online via the eService section of
Empower at https://empower.softwareag.com/.
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You can find product information on the Software AG Empower Product Support website at ht-
tps://empower.softwareag.com.

To submit feature/enhancement requests, get information about product availability, and download
products, go to Products.

To get information about fixes and to read early warnings, technical papers, and knowledge base
articles, go to the Knowledge Center.

If you have any questions, you can find a local or toll-free number for your country in our Global
Support Contact Directory at https://empower.softwareag.com/public_directory.aspx and give
us a call.

Software AG Tech Community

You can find documentation and other technical information on the SoftwareAGTechCommunity
website at https://techcommunity.softwareag.com. You can:

■ Access product documentation, if you have Tech Community credentials. If you do not, you
will need to register and specify "Documentation" as an area of interest.

■ Access articles, code samples, demos, and tutorials.
■ Use the online discussion forums, moderated by Software AG professionals, to ask questions,
discuss best practices, and learn how other customers are using Software AG technology.

■ Link to external websites that discuss open standards and web technology.

Data Protection

SoftwareAGproducts provide functionalitywith respect to processing of personal data according
to the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Where applicable, appropriate steps are
documented in the respective administration documentation.
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2 Introduction to ADAHAM

The Adabas High Availability Tool ADAHAM is designed to prevent access conflicts to Adabas
containers. On each host where it is installed, ADAHAM is used to synchronize concurrent access
to the Adabas containers, and then it starts the Adabas nucleus. The synchronization is performed
with a file calledADAHA.{DBID}, which is located in the same directory as the database configur-
ation. The contents of the file are continuously refreshed by an additional ADAHAMprocess that
works on running Adabas nucleus instance. A time stamp and all relevant information about the
running nucleus are written to the fileADAHA.{DBID}. If the host is down, the time stamp is used
to notify other instances of ADAHAM that might be waiting.

ADAHAM performs the following steps:

■ Checks whether the current local nucleus is in a consistent and healthy state;
■ Corrects, shuts down and/or cleans up theAdabas nucleus inter-process resources if the nucleus
is not working correctly;

■ Checks whether another Adabas nucleus/ADAHAM pair is running on another node.

ADAHAM is not a daemon; it must be started in a loop so that it can check the status of the Adabas
nucleus and refresh the information in the file ADAHA.{DBID}.

ADAHAM and the associated scripts are designed to run in any distributed environment, such
as a cloud or Docker environment. The script distributedCheck.sh provides the entry point to the
functionality of ADAHAM.Initially, the scripts are created for Adabas in a Docker environment.
The corresponding handling is used in theDocker scripts that are provided in eachAdabas install-
ation in the directory SAG directory/Adabas/docker.
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Initializing ADAHAM

In order to perform failsafe tests on the Adabas nucleus, ADAHAM sends a special Adabas call
that tests all of the relevant stages within the nucleus. This Adabas call needs an Adabas file that
contains test records. To create the FDT for this file, the environment variable ADAHAMmust be
set to the Adabas file number, and the following initialization command must be issued:

distributedCheck.sh initialize

Requesting Access

In order to obtain exclusive access to the Adabas containers, the virtual instance of ADAHAM
first needs to get information about their state, and then request access. This process includes
unique tests, and locking the containers for registration. Access is requested with the following
command:

distributedCheck.sh state

If another instance is already using the Adabas containers, the command will loop and wait until
the other Adabas nucleus is no longer active. This call blocks and waits until either access is
granted, or an error status is returned.

Notify Access

In the initial stage, the node attempts to get offline access to ADAHAM. The node wants to access
ADAHAM, but the nucleus has not yet been started. Use the following command:

distributedCheck.sh notify

Synchronizing Loop

While the Adabas nucleus is active, the current state of the nucleus needs to be tracked asynchron-
ously in a loop. Information about the current state is written to the file ADAHA.{DBID}. The
corresponding script will return when the nucleus goes offline again (either as a result of being
shut down correctly, or because of a nucleus crash). Use the following command to start the syn-
chronization:
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distributedCheck.sh sync

If the local Adabas nucleus is active, this command will update the current status of the nucleus.
If the nucleus has failed or is inactive, the corresponding record in the file ADAHA.{DBID}will
be updated.

Validating Status

The virtual instance can aquire the status of the file ADAHA.{DBID} in order to perform health
checks, or to wait and track a running Adabas nucleus. Use the following command to validate
the status:

distributedCheck.sh status

The corresponding exit code shows the status (see table below).

MeaningExit Code

Adabas is running correctly0

Adabas is offline148

Init of HA101

Adabas nucleus during AUTORESTART102

Adabas nucleus in startup phase103

Shutdown requested105

Cancel requested106

Adabas nucleus during shutdown phase107

Adabas nucleus shutdown done, clean-up phase108

Local ADAHAMworking110

Another ADAHAM requesting unique access to the Adabas containers111

Registered ADAHAM or Adabas nucleus no longer working, time update fails200

Adabas nucleus process no longer exists201

Deadlock found250

Structure level mismatch251

The exit code is 0 if the local Adabas nucleus is running correctly.

An exit code of between 100 and 150 can be returned if the Adabas nucleus is in a controlled
startup or shutdown phase, or if it is running on a remote host. If an exit code in this range is re-
turned, the Adabas nucleus is in a valid state, and no further action is required.
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If an exit code >200 is returned, ADAHAMwill force a shutdown of the Adabas nucleus and clean
up the nucleus resources. After this, another instance of ADAHAM can start up the Adabas nuc-
leus.

Releasing Access

The ADAHAM file ADAHA.{DBID} needs to be released during shutdown. Use the following
command to release ADAHAM access to the local Adabas nucleus:

distributedCheck.sh release
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